This little note is intended merely to call attention to and illustrate another place-glyph which also displays stylized representations of mushrooms. It is contained in a pictorial sheet which is one of two attached to the will of a sixteenth century cacique and governor of Tlacopan (Tacuba) , Don Antonio Cortés Totoquihuaztli, dated April 29, 15 74. These two sheets illustrate various land holdings of the testator, in native style place-glyphs each annotated in Roman letters. 109 
7'lalocan
The entire document (in Nahuatl and Spanish) , including these pictorial sheets, deserves full publication and commentary. No. 115 of the Fonds Mexicain of the Bibliothéque Nationale, Paris (ex-Aubin-Goupil collection) , so far it has only been summarily described (and the commencement of its Nahuatl text quoted) by Boban (1891, II: 301-302), who did single out for special mention the place-glyph in question but did not illustrate it or any of the others. One of the fifteen properties illustrated on the last page of the document was called Nanacapan ("Place of the Mushrooms") . In the place-glyph three mushrooms are shown, rather than two as in the case of the Nanacatepec glyph, and the hill (te petl) element is, of course, absent. Otherwise the resemblance to the placeglyph in the Morelos document is very close.
I would like to express my appreciation to my colleague, Pedro Carrasco, for permitting me to copy the relevant place-glyph from his xerography copy of the Paris document.
